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Abstract: Mergers between enterprises or carved-out parts thereof are a common phe-
nomenon in todays economic environment. They nevertheless form a major challenge
for enterprise architects, who have to consolidate, i.e. to harmonize and integrate the
business capabilities in the newly formed enterprise, reducing redundancy as far as
possible. This article presents a best practice approach to this consolidation endeavor,
detailing a methodology to do so together with a supporting viewpoint on the enterprise
architecture (EA). An information model, which outlines the information demands for
methodology execution, is presented to complement the approach.

1 Motivation

Mergers and the post-merger endeavors to integrate and harmonize the enterprises’ busi-
ness capabilities are issues often occurring in todays economic environment [ORH01]. As
almost half of all mergers have been unsuccessful [MH04], making the merger integration
process an interesting topic for practitioners and academia.

According to [Pen99] reasons for the high number of mergers in the banking sector are
e.g. the reduction of annual cost between 10 and 20 percent, or increased revenues due
to an improved appearance in the market. Two kinds of mergers have to be differentiated.
The first and most common one is merger by incorporation and results in the absorption
of the target company. The second one is merger by equals and results in a totally new
enterprise built from the previously independent enterprises [GPPS97].

This article documents proven practices for addressing the issues arising in a merger sit-
uation in the format of Enterprise Architecture (EA) Management Patterns [BELM08].
Three types of EAM patterns are thereby used. Methodology Patterns (M-Pattern) define
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steps to be taken in order to address a given problem. Viewpoint Patterns (V-Pattern) pro-
vide a language used by one or more M-Patterns and thus proposes a way to present data
stored according to one or more I-Patterns. Information Model Patterns (I-Pattern) supply
an underlying model for the data visualized in one or more V-Patterns.

These proven practices for a merger situation consider the various questions, which arise
during the integration and harmonization process – e.g. how to determine the business do-
mains of the post-merger enterprise. Consolidating Architectures after Mergers documents
a methodology to addressing these questions, followed by Business Domain-based Capa-
bility Roadmap presenting a viewpoint used in the approach and Business Domain-driven
Capability Planning showing, which information is required during the integration.

This article and the herein included EA management patterns are intended for people con-
cerned with managing post-merger capability integration and harmonization endeavors.
Stakeholders are enterprise architects, application owners, and domain architects.

2 Consolidating Architectures after Mergers

The M-Pattern Consolidating Architectures after Mergers describes a business domain-
driven approach to develop a future state of the EA after a merger between previously
independent enterprises or parts thereof. The main focus lies on ensuring the business
continuity during the transformation process.

2.1 Example

After the merger between a business unit of Nokia and a part of the telecommunication
branch of Siemens, an integrated future architecture of the newly formed enterprise Nokia
Siemens Networks has to be developed. Thereby, decisions on business capabilities needed
in the future enterprise have to be taken, leading to questions whether an existing capability
of one of the previous independent business units is suitable to provide this support or if
there is a need to provide a new one. A major challenge is to ensure business continuity
during the transformation process. Prior to such advisements, the future business structure
of the enterprise should be explicated in order to provide a foundation for the definition of
future business capabilities needed.

2.2 Context

Two or more previously independent enterprises or parts thereof with dedicated business
capabilities have been merged. The resulting enterprise shares responsibilities and IT en-
vironments, which are mostly offered by the mother enterprises1. Thus, the new enterprise
has limited ability to decide on design and deployment of the used business capabilities.

2.3 Problem

You are experiencing problems in overlooking the current state of your EA, as you have
to integrate two or more separately developed architectures? You are missing a clear

1The term mother enterprise in this context refers to the enterprises, which the new enterprise originates from.
In the example presented above Nokia and Siemens are the mother enterprises of Nokia Siemens Networks.
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overview about the current situation and are in trouble of explicating future planning
states? You feel the risk of an unmanaged evolution of the EA due to limited control
over some systems the mother enterprises are in charge of? You want to define a planned
state for a consolidated EA and intermediate planning steps to achieve this goal? You
are unsure about the impact the transformation might have on the support for your busi-
ness? How do you develop a future EA, which provides ideal business capabilities for
your new enterprise, and the intermediate planning steps to achieve this goal while
ensuring business continuity during the transformation process?

The following forces influence the solution:

- Business capability integration versus stakeholder resistance: Integrating busi-
ness capabilities requires removal of overlap to reduce costs, which may yield resis-
tance from the stakeholders involved.

- Costs versus insight: Combining business capabilities requires insight in their re-
spective qualities, resulting in higher costs.

- Costs versus contracts: How do you cope with the numerous existing contracts and
associated costs concerning the business capabilities of the preceding enterprises?

- Homogeneity versus heterogeneity: What is a good balance between homogene-
ity and heterogeneity concerning business capabilities, which may rely on different
technologies, and how can it be achieved?

- Corporate cultures versus balance of power: How do you cope with corporate
cultures and account for the balance of power between the parties?

2.4 Solution

The M-Pattern Consolidating Architectures after Mergers addresses the problems described
above by guiding and documenting the transformation process of two historically grown
isolated enterprises to an integrated, standardized one. Thereby, it provides an overview
about the high-level process to achieve this goal. The single steps mentioned below sum-
marize the major tasks, which need to be accomplished. For each of these steps one
specialized M-Pattern details on a methodology how to perform this step. The M-Pattern
Consolidating Architectures after Mergers can therefore be regarded as an umbrella pat-
tern, which is detailed in multiple (Sub-)M-Patterns.

The high-level process starts with the identification of the business domains for the post-
merger enterprise, which are used as a business domain framework for the future planning
of business capabilities. Thus, the business domains can be used to allocate capabilities,
assign responsibilities, etc. Prior to the development of prospective states, the current situ-
ation of the enterprise has to be documented according to the business domain framework.
Based on these domains, a future post-merger state has to be developed and the transfor-
mation process from the current to the post-merger state has to be planned, derived from a
gap analysis. In the development of a roadmap from current to post-merger state, securing
business continuity during the transformation is a major goal of the approach presented.
The different planning states of the EA, which have to be considered, are:

- The current state representing the status quo of the EA today,
- the planned state representing a to be state of the EA at a specific time in the near

future, and
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Three basic approaches are known for consolidating the capabilities for the new com-
pany [Kel07]: Complete new development of the needed capabilities, cherry picking of the
best available capabilities of the mother companies, and selecting either mother company
and using its available capabilities only, also known as steamroller.

Thereby, the choice of one of the aforementioned approaches leads to different emphasis of
the forces identified above. Table 1 provides an overview about how the different forces are
considered and addressed if the respective approach is utilized. Thereby, the consideration
or addressing respectively is indicated by symbols ranging from complete (!) via partial
("#) to no consideration or addressing at all (#).

Complete new development Cherry picking Steamroller
Removal of overlap ! ! "#
Cost savings # ! "#
Insights # ! "#
Contracts ! # "#
Heterogeneity ! # "#
Corporate cultures # "# "#
Balance of power ! ! #

Table 1: Different Approaches and their Emphasize regarding the Forces

Development of Planned States
Based on a gap analysis between the current state and the post-merger state a roadmap
containing intermediate planning states has to be developed. Therein, especially the topic
of business continuity has to be considered, if supporting business capabilities are replaced
or retired. Therefore, a stepwise approach utilizing planned states is more promising than
a big bang approach [Pen99]. According to [MH04] the majority of changes occur within
two years after the merger but the integration process may continue for several years.
Utilizing visualizations, e.g. Business Domain-based Capability Roadmap, the differences
between the current state and the post-merger state can be illustrated using color-coding in
order to provide starting points for the derivation of planned states.

Potential intermediate states for the planned business support are:

Carve out pilot: a well-contained part of the IT with limited business impact has been
transformed, as a feasibility study.

Complete carve out: all business capabilities have been detached from the mother enter-
prises and are managed as well as operated mostly independently by the new enterprise.

EA stabilization: the architecture of the new enterprise has settled.

EA consolidation: the EA has been optimized and freed of redundancies except those
kept e.g. for performance reasons.

In order to ensure the evolution of the EA towards the ideal post-merger state, a set of
architecture guidelines and rules needs to be set up.
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2.5 Implementation

This M-Pattern can be useful for the handling of the complexity arising in the context of
a merger between enterprises. Nevertheless, different challenges arising from the involve-
ment of different enterprises (mother enterprises and the new resulting one) have to be
addressed and demand for special attention. For example, decisions on the retirement of a
business capability might have additional social impact due to dissolving responsibilities.
Therefore, a steering committee should be set up, in which stakeholders from the formerly
independent enterprises are equally represented. This committee should be involved in the
different process steps described before and acts as final decision board.

2.6 Known Uses

The approach documented in M-Pattern Consolidating Architectures after Mergers is used
at AXA Winterthur, Nokia Siemens Networks, and Uni Credit Group.

2.7 Consequences

Business capability integration versus stakeholder resistance: The emotionality of dis-
cussion and the fear of the affected employees about the future [WL04] can be faced by
making the decision process and the reasons for decisions taken transparent to the stake-
holders involved. Another way to cope with stakeholder resistance is the pattern Early
Decision [Kel01], which tries to avoid too many workshops often used for political dis-
cussion instead of reasonable discussions about the future development.

Costs versus insight: In order reduce overlaps in business capabilities you need insight
knowledge. The effort needed to gain this knowledge has to be balanced to the benefit of
this knowledge. This is important in the documentation of the current state.

Costs versus contracts: Merger endeavors lead to a high amount of different contracts,
that need to be maintained and produce costs in the future. Therefore, you have to consider
the existing and new contracts in the phase development of post-merger state, as these have
a high influence on costs.

Corporate cultures versus balance of power: In the new enterprise both formerly inde-
pendent enterprises have equal rights, which more often than not lead to emotional tit-for-
tat decisions. These decisions try to balance retirements of business capabilities from both
mother enterprises, leading to a situation, where high effort has to be spent in integrating
business capabilities developed independently. Another important aspect for the success-
ful execution of the merger is to define the new positions and responsibilities of the new
IT department as soon as possible [WL04] to be able to focus on the upcoming decisions
and not on discussion about people and their roles.

Homogeneity versus heterogeneity: Different corporate cultures and the balance of power
between the parties may also be detrimental to homogenization endeavors. You have to
find a balance between homogenization and heterogeneity to fit your needs.

2.8 See Also

In order to support the implementation of M-Pattern Consolidating Architectures after
Mergers the V-Pattern Business Domain-based Capability Roadmap should be considered.
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3 Business Domain-based Capability Roadmap

This V-Pattern provides a way to visualize information about business domains of one or
more enterprises in relation to the available and required business capabilities. Thereby,
also planning aspects as e.g. the introduction or the removal of capabilities are considered.

3.1 Example

A business unit of Nokia has merged with a part of the telecommunication sector of
Siemens. This resulted in the need to define the new business domains and merge the
previously independent business capabilities of both enterprises. In order to appropriately
support this task, views have to be created showing the business domains of the new enter-
prise together with the available and required business capabilities supporting the business
domains. Subsequently, the reduction of existing redundancies and the creation of missing
capabilities have to be planned using the visualization.

3.2 Context

In a merger situation of multiple formerly independent enterprises an overview about the
business domains and the available and required business capabilities is required.

3.3 Problem

You want to get an overview about the business domains and the available business ca-
pabilities in order to identify redundancies or to harmonize the existing capabilities. If
needed capabilities are missing, you want to introduce new business capabilities to fill this
gap. How do you visualize the capabilities supporting your business domains when
integrating two or more enterprises?

The following forces influence the solution:

- Completeness versus readability: How can you include enough information in the
visualization to support analysis of the situation without overstraining the user with
too much details?

- Static versus dynamic: How can you visualize the transition from the current state
to a planned or an envisioned state of your business domains and capabilities?

- Belonging versus planning: Do you want to show the belonging of a business
capability to one of the previously independent companies or do you focus on the
result after the merger?

- Redundancies versus gaps: How do you visualize redundant business support for
business domains but also consider missing capabilities (gaps)?

3.4 Solution

Business Domain-based Capability Roadmap uses grouping to show which business ca-
pabilities are available for which business domain and from which enterprise the business
capabilities originate. This is exemplarily shown in Figure 2. Thereby the belonging of
a business capability to one of the previously independent enterprises or to the merged
enterprise is shown via color coding and the border types indicate, whether a capability
is planned to be unchanged, introduced, or retired. However, If your company is part of
an industry for which a standardized reference model is available, like eTOM [For09] for
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Getting an overview about the original contributor of a capability is another benefit of this
V-Pattern, as well as an easy to use tool to plan the future support of business domains.

Completeness versus readability: When visualizing not only the business domains and
the corresponding capabilities but also the relationships to other concepts like the ones
introduced in the variants section, you have to keep in mind that the resulting views are
getting more difficult to understand.

Static versus dynamic: The variants section of this pattern mentioned the possibility to
show the transition of the current state to a future state using animation. At first this might
be an appealing approach, but you should consider that this may require using special
tools, which support animations a functionality typically not supported by EA management
tools. Another drawback would be that the usability of an animation is limited, e.g. if you
consider a text based document.

Belonging versus planning: You should think about you focus when using this pattern.
If your focus is on showing to which of the ”old” companies a business capability belongs
to or if your focus is on the future plan. If you try to included both aspects this has
negative effects on the readability of the resulting visualization. A way to get around this
problem would be to use the layers to differentiate between those aspects but still include
the complete information.

Redundancies versus gaps: If your focus is on identifying gaps. You should to develop
the domain map first, add the required capabilities and then try to match the required
capabilities with the available ones by the ”old” companies. If redundancies are in your
focus you can skip the step to add the required capabilities and instead directly add the
available ones to the domain map. Now you can start to consolidate and look for missing
business support afterwards.

3.9 See Also

This V-Pattern may be useful when using M-Pattern Consolidating Architectures after
Mergers (see Section 2). The visualized information is based on I-Pattern Business Domain-
driven Capability Planning (see Section 4). A detailed description of the application map
pattern can be found in [Kel01].

4 Business Domain-driven Capability Planning

This I-Pattern provides a way to store information about the existing and future business
capabilities providing support for the a new enterprise after a merger has taken place.

4.1 Example

During the merger between a part of the telecommunication sector of Siemens and a busi-
ness unit of Nokia an information model specifying which information is needed to harmo-
nize and integrate the business capabilities in the post-merger enterprise had to be defined.
Thereby, aspects of redundancies and gaps concerning business capabilities as well as the
origins of the capabilities were of interest.
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context SupportRelationship
inv: validFrom==null OR validTo==null OR validFrom<validTo

The information mode fragment shown in Figure 3 only gives the basic classes, attributes,
and relationships required to support tasks like identifying business capabilities and group-
ing them according to business domains. In cases where more detailed analysis is required,
e.g. for supporting decisions between business capabilities, the class BusinessCapability
may be enriched by additional attributes like relative costs, quality, external dependencies,
etc. This is not further detailed here as the additional attributes are context specific.

4.5 Implementation

Tools suitable for implementing this I-Pattern are database management systems, spread-
sheets, or other tools, which can store entities and relationships, e. g. using XML.

4.6 Variants

A multitude of variants exists as there are different types of business capabilities. A focus
may thus be set e.g. on business applications, services, or roles.

4.7 Known Uses

The I-Pattern Business Domain-driven Capability Planning is in use at AXA Winterthur,
Nokia Siemens Networks, and Uni Credit Group.

4.8 Consequences

Accuracy versus costs: Gathering information as described above in the context of merg-
ers can be seen as a challenging task. Due to the possible varying cultures of the formerly
independent enterprises, it might happen that in one enterprise an available description of
the current EA exists, while the other does not have a sufficient one or no documentation
at all. Such circumstances may lead to delays as missing information has to be gathered
first. In such cases it can be reasonable to start with information with reduced accuracy in
order to support patterns like Early Decision [Kel01].

Traceability versus planning: The main focus of your analysis has an influence on what
information has to be collected first. If planning is your focus you can start designing your
new business domains and required capabilities without too much considering the business
domains of the ”old” companies. If traceability where which capability originated from is
of importance, you should start by collecting this information first.

4.9 See Also

V-Pattern Business Domain-based Capability Roadmap (see Section 3) may be utilized to
perform analyzes on information stored according to this I-Pattern.

5 Outlook and Acknowledgment

This article represents a first attempt to apply the approach of EA management patterns
in the context of mergers and acquisitions. Whereas, the presented approach depicts a
procedure, which has been successfully applied in practice, it is limited to the context of
a merger between two enterprises in which none of the formerly independent companies
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has a dominant role. In the case of an acquisition or an absorptive merger [MH04], one
of the participating enterprises may have the power to enforce decisions, which leads to a
different situation. While yet no methodology, or M-Pattern respectively, for such cases
exists, the aforementioned patterns can be used as a starting point for the development of
such patterns. In addition, further enhancements of the presented approach are possible,
e.g. regarding the identification of relevant business domains, etc.

We want to thank all participants of the writers’ workshop of the Patterns in Enterprise
Architecture Management (PEAM) 2009 workshop, we want to express our gratitude to
Marc Lankhorst a reviewer and Wolfgang Keller the shepherd of this paper, for the time
spent on reading, commenting, and discussing the article.
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